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Where do sunscreen myths come from?

How can we bust myths effectively?

Why should we care?



Chemical sunscreens absorb
UV and convert it to heat,
physical sunscreens reflect UV

Physical sunscreens
are effective against
blue light

Chemical sunscreens
need to absorb into skin
to activate and work

Chemical sunscreens protect
less skin because they get
absorbed while physical
sunscreens sit on top Chemical sunscreens

don't give as high UV
protection as zinc oxide

Physical sunscreens
protect immediately but
chemical sunscreens
have a wait time

Chemical sunscreens
absorb UV via a chemical
reaction so they aren't
photostable

You only need to reapply
chemical sunscreens, not
physical

Chemical sunscreens
produce heat that triggers
melasma and rosacea

Physical sunscreens reflect
all wavelengths so they're
broad spectrum but
chemical sunscreens aren't



"[In 2017] only 55% of Australian adults
recognise that it’s safe to use sunscreen

every day, down from 61% in 2014."



Why are there so many
sunscreen myths?



Regulated as a drug in US, AU...

Anti-cancer product = research funding

Lots of studies



Lots of public data to
draw from (compared to
other cosmetic products)

Lots of highly technical,
incomplete information for

misinterpretation



Paywalls mean that often only
abstracts (often misleading,
purposely vague, necessarily

brief) are available

Introductions and conclusions "hype
up" its research and may not

represent its significance accurately,
but are also the most readable

Cosmetic science often isn't
published in peer-reviewed

journals

Open access papers are
usually lower quality, lots of
predatory publishers without

real peer-review

Papers are written assuming
readers have knowledge of

the field and specific
terminology



Skincare boom and promotion of
sunscreen as anti-aging essential by
media, experts and influencers

Increased interest "sunscreen" search volume 
2004-2022

Ease and awareness of grey market
imports (especially Korean sunscreens)

Launch of more cosmetically elegant
Western face sunscreens



Easily
misunderstood

Difficult to find
accurate info

Popular



How do we bust myths
effectively?



Direct hit

Address myth head on

Make it easy for audience to identify
which myth you're talking about

"Backfire effect" isn't an issue if you're clear



Direct hit
Explain why myth is incorrect

Point out inconsistencies with the myth

Use multiple reasons if you can

Convenient explanations that don't address
underlying concerns are bad

Replace myth's logic with better logic

"As little as possible, as much as necessary"

Pre-empt common questions and misconceptions



I like natural products because I don't
want to put chemicals on my skin.

But not everything is a
formaldehyde releaser...

But everything is chemicals!





Direct hit
Bonus points!

Hint at greater complexity

Link to related myths

Link to critical thinking

Bust myth in a timely manner



Hostile environment

Making information from experts easily accessible

General science education

Educating about cognitive biases and critical thinking



Power-ups for myths

Taps strongly into basic emotions (fear, anger, disgust)



Power-ups for myths

Taps into cognitive bias (confirmation bias, appeal to nature
fallacy, appeal to authority)





“In my professional opinion, most of the coral reefs in the
last 40 years have died because of your bathroom than

anything else: climate change, oil spills, what have you...”
- Craig Downs, 2017 talk





What can we do?

Point out the manipulation
Point out the evidence for more likely fears (skin cancer, blindness from
microbial contamination)
Examples where it didn't work out in the past (MMR vaccines and autism)

Emotional manipulation with fear:

Corporations just want money: Making safer products is cheaper and more
profitable (dead people can't buy)
Scary ingredient names: Bananas have 2-hydroxy-3-methylethyl butanoate

Cognitive biases: 



What can we do?

Spread correct information

Be very careful about what you say

Be explicit about why your information is correct (your scope of expertise, or

other experts, or other trustworthy sources)

Use your voice against misinformation, especially from other perceived experts

If you could be perceived as an expert: 



Take-home messages
People have an appetite for learning

Debunking misinformation can have big impacts on consumer
demand and public health

Empathy are crucial for effective communication

Experts have an enhanced ability to debunk misinformation


